
Peter’s Weekly Market Analysis        06.Jul.2015 
 

 

Commentary At-a-Glance 
 

 The US markets moved lower last week as the world watched in amazement the situation in 

Greece. 

 The deadline has passed and the vote has been counted—Greece said NO! Now what? 

 Unemployment declined during the month of June; does that mean a rate hike is coming? 

 Economic news last week, in aggregate, came in at market expectations.  

 

 

Market Wrap-Up 
 

Greece continued to be the driving force behind the market movements globally last week as the June 30
th
 

deadline came and went without any payment from Greece to the IMF. Then in a massive show of defiance the 

Greek people voted “No” on the referendum that took place on Sunday (July 5
th
) in Greece. The charts below are 

of the three major US indexes in green with their respective trading ranges drawn by the red lines. The VIX 

(lower right pane below) is drawn with the index in green and the one year average level of the VIX drawn in red: 
 

 
 

 



Last week’s trading was light in the US as it was a holiday week with the markets being closed on Friday due 

to the Fourth of July holiday, but volume was higher than most holiday weeks given the situation in Greece 

and investors adjusting their positions for a wide variety of outcomes. Going into the week last week it was 

pretty clear that there would not be a deal struck between the lenders and Greece in time to make the June 30
th
 

payment deadline for the payment to the IMF. The markets discounted this fact and moved only marginally 

lower on the passing of the deadline with no deal. The VIX (fear gauge), however, took notice of the deadline 

passing and jumped higher, ending June 29
th
 nearly 35 percent higher than it started the day in the largest 

single day move we have seen on the VIX in a very long time. The move was short lived, however, as the 

VIX moved lower on the following two trading days, but still ended the week nearly 20 percent higher than it 

started. 

 

From a technical standpoint, last week saw all three of the major US indexes break down below their most 

recent trading ranges, before all three made good attempts at returning to the trading ranges. The S&P 500 

(upper left pane above) is tied with the NASDQ (lower left pane above) for the strongest position from a 

simple technical standpoint. The Dow is clearly in last place from a technical standpoint as it broke through 

its lower bound support level and then failed to get very close to its previous trading range in the bounce back 

at the end of the week. As mentioned above, the VIX had a very wild week with some of the most volatility 

we have seen in several months; and for the fourth time in the past three months managed to close above the 

52-week average level of the VIX. With the breakdown of the most recent trading range on the three major 

indexes having occurred last week, it looks like we could be in for a little more downward movement in the 

markets, especially if the situation in Greece remains unsolved for an extended period of time. 
 

 

International News 
 

International news last week was all about the situation in Greece and what it means now that the deadline passed 

without a payment to the IMF. As mentioned above, it was pretty clear going into last week that there was not going 

to be a payment on June 30
th
, so the markets had a somewhat muted reaction to the deadline passing. One of the other 

reasons the reaction was muted is because of the term the IMF put on Greece when the country missed its payment. 

The IMF, not being a traditional bank, made the announcement shortly after midnight local time on June 30
th
 that 

Greece was in “arrears” on its payment; the IMF went to great length to avoid saying the word “default.” Only the 

lender can label a sovereign country as in default and with the IMF not doing so 

the rating agencies cannot even label the country as in default. The different is 

that if Greece makes the payment in full plus any penalties for it being late, the 

whole episode will essentially be swept under the rug, but Greece will still have a 

hard time borrowing funds from the international community going forward 

because banks have a very long memory, even if Greece was technically in 

arrears and not a default. However you look at the terms being used, Greece is in 

a very tight spot because it is in desperate need of cash and will not be receiving 

any more funds from the international community until everything is straightened 

out. The Greek banks are going to feel the strain first if the ECB does not increase 

the emergency lending to them, as they are quickly running out of actual paper 

euros to give out to depositors. This even takes into account the capital controls currently in place, which limit the 

daily withdrawals of Greek citizens to 60 euros per day. Without the support of the ECB the banks are literally going 

to have to say “sorry, we do not have any cash to dispense at this time.” This in turn will likely cause even more panic 

and damage to an already hobbling economy. The referendum vote was held in Greece on Sunday and the voter 

turnout was poor; only about 63 percent of the people voted, but of the people who voted it was clear that the “No” 

party won the day. So what does that vote actually mean? It means that any further negotiations will almost have to 

start from square one, which is a good thing since the finance minster of Greece was relieved of his duties shortly 

after the vote on Sunday evening. Greece is in a very weak position, however, as it needs funds and appears unwilling 

to do what the lenders are demanding in order to free up cash. Most likely someone will throw Greece a life line in the 

coming days that buys the country more time to negotiate a new deal after the results of the referendum have been 

digested by the international community. The underlying problems of Greece, however, is that it is not competitive in 

the global economy and has far too high of government spending given the current amount of government incomes. 

Greece would need structural reforms to begin to emerge from this situation, reforms which apparently no one in 

Greece is in favor of undertaking. At least Greece is a very small economy in the grand scheme of things, so even if it 
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does default and get kicked out of the EU and off the Euro it is unlikely to cause meaningful damage to the rest of the 

global economy. China, however, is another story as it is a very large economy going through some unusually 

turbulent times in its financial markets. 

 

What initially looked like a bull market run on steroids for the past year, during which the main local Chinese 

stock market increased by more than 100 percent, has started to come unraveled very quickly over the past 

three weeks as the Shanghai Se Composite Index has declined by more than 25 

percent. Much of the decline has been due to the government attempting to crack 

down on wild speculation by investors through lowering the margin limits and 

making it more difficult for foreign investors to add fuel to the fire. The latest 

action taken was by the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) as it announced that it 

would be lending money to brokers in order to allow the brokers to buy into the 

falling stock market. The theory is that the brokers would be able to stop or at 

least slow the massive decline long enough for other people to see it as the 

opportunity to get back into the market. This action was the clearest signal that 

the government’s trying to limit speculation had a greater negative impact than 

expected and for sure a more negative impact than is desired. It is funny that 

speculation by everyday investors is frowned upon once it gets out of hand and yet the government is 

speculating through the PBOC to try to stop the decline it created. How the government in China deals with 

its current stock market bubble could have wide spread impacts on the global economy because unlike 

Greece, China does have the ability to slow global growth if it hits the brakes too hard. 
 

 

National News 
 

Nothing was happening in the national news last week as the focus of almost all news was on Europe and the 

upcoming holiday weekend. Congress was not in session; neither was the Supreme Court. Even speculation 

about when the Fed would potentially start to increase interest rates was toned way down. Part of that may 

have been due to the Fed watching and taking into account world events such as the situation in Greece, even 

though the Fed is fully dependent on data coming from the US economy. Puerto Rico looks like it could be 

the next issue the markets here in the US lock onto as there were several announcements made last week 

about the country’s outstanding debt and subsequent inability to make debt payments. This will be explored 

more in-depth with next week’s commentary. 

 

 

Market Statistics 
 

EQUITIES 
 
All three of the major US indexes moved lower over the course of the previous week as investors and money 

managers alike adjusted their positions going into the Greek deadline. Volume overall was way below the 

weekly average, but after accounting for Friday being a market holiday, it was slightly above the average 

holiday weekly volume:  

 

 
INDEX CHANGE VOLUME 

S&P 500 -1.18% Below Average 

Dow -1.21% Below Average 

NASDAQ -1.40% Below Average 

 

 

When looking at sectors, the following were the top 5 and bottom 5 performers over the course of the 

previous week: 
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TOP 5 SECTORS CHANGE  BOTTOM 5 SECTORS CHANGE 

Residential Real Estate 1.13%  Materials -2.84% 

Utilities 0.98%  Energy -2.55% 

Insurance 0.19%  Oil & Gas Exploration  -2.51% 

Biotechnology -0.65%  Semiconductors -2.30% 

Consumer Goods  -0.76%  Telecommunications -2.21% 

As you can see in the above sector performance, there really was not much differentiation between the top and 

bottom performing sectors last week. There seemed to be a lot of correlation among the sectors as they moved 

lower. Real Estate got a little boost from the Case-Shiller Home Price index released early during the week 

and the perceived differences between investing in real estate and investing in the equity markets. Utilities 

had a good week after the situation in Greece unfolded since investors seemed to be seeking out the secure 

dividend payments of the sector in advance of uncertainty over when the Fed will increase interest rates at 

home in the US. The materials sector led the pack, moving lower thanks to uncertain demand out of China as 

the country deals with the financial uncertainty currently present in its markets. Oil and energy had rough 

weeks as the talks between Iran and the US over Iran’s nuclear programs came to their June 30
th
 deadline, but 

both sides agreed to keep talking past the deadline since they were making progress. Oil moved lower because 

this continued talking means there is still a strong chance that Iranian oil may be hitting the open market at 

some point during 2015, bringing even more supply into a market that is already seeing weak demand.  

FIXED INCOME  

The US fixed income market moved surprisingly little given the missed debt payment by Greece, but that 

could have been because of the shortened trading week and the end of the second quarter of 2015: 

FIXED INCOME CHANGE 

Long (20+ years) 0.89% 

Middle (7-10 years) 0.71% 

Short (less than 1 year) 0.02% 

TIPS 0.62% 

 

The US dollar made it two weeks in a row of gains last week, gaining 0.68 percent as uncertainty over what 

happens next in Europe with Greece made some investors favor the safety of the US dollar. The Japanese Yen 

was the best performing of the major global currencies as it gained 0.62 percent against the value of the US 

dollar. The weakest performing currency of the major global currencies was the Canadian Dollar as it gave up 

1.82 percent against the value of the US dollar. Much of the move in the Canadian dollar can be attributed to 

the decline in oil since oil is such a large part of the overall Canadian economy. 

COMMODITIES 
  

Last week commodities were mixed, but the real story was the continuation of the jump we saw in the Grains 

market extending for a second week: 

  

METALS CHANGE 

Gold -1.16% 

Silver -0.53% 

Copper 0.16% 

 

COMMODITIES CHANGE 

Oil -5.26% 

Livestock 3.45% 

Grains 6.70% 

Agriculture 2.47% 

 



The overall Goldman Sachs Commodity Index turned in a gain of 0.19 percent last week despite oil moving 

lower. Oil gave up 5.26 percent last week, as mentioned above, primarily due to the ongoing talks between 

the US and Iran.  

 

Metals were mixed last week with Gold giving up 1.16 percent, while Silver decreased 0.53 percent and 

Copper bucked the trend, advancing by 0.16 percent. Soft commodities were very mixed last week with 

Livestock ending a three week slide with a gain of 3.45 percent, while Grains jumped 6.7 percent, giving 

grains a two week advance of more than 15 percent. Much of the increase in the grain prices is due to crops 

becoming too wet in the Midwest as some of the winter crops have yet to be able to be harvested and are now 

receiving far too much water. Agriculture jumped higher by 2.47 percent with much of the jump being on the 

back of the grains move. 
 

INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
 

On the international investing front the best performing country index was found in Malaysia with the Kuala 

Lumpur Composite Index gaining 1.4 percent. The worst performing index of the major global financial 

indexes last week was found in China—for the third week in a row. The Shanghai based Se Composite Index 

fell 6.70 percent over the course of the previous week. Over the course of the past three weeks the index has 

now declined by more than 25 percent as the government continues to try to reign in speculative investing in 

the financial markets and now looks like it might have gone a little too far.  
 

VOLATILITY 

We finally saw the VIX come back to life last week even if it was short lived. The VIX, on the 29
th
 of June, 

jumped the most it has jump in a single day in a very long time, closing the day with a gain of nearly 35 

percent. This, however, was followed by three consecutive days of the VIX moving lower to close out the 

week, but for the week the VIX still gained 19.76 percent. At the current level of 16.79, the VIX is implying a 

move of 4.85 percent over the course of the next 30 days. As always, the direction of the move is unknown. 

PERFORMANCE 

 
For the shortened trading week ending on 7/2/2015, returns in my hypothetical models* (net of a 1% annual 

management fee) were as follows: 

 

 LAST WEEK 

Aggressive Model -1.15 % 

    Aggressive Benchmark -1.40 % 

Growth Model -0.80 % 

    Growth Benchmark -1.09  % 

Moderate Model -0.42 % 

    Moderate Benchmark -0.78 % 

Income Model -0.17 % 

    Income Benchmark -0.38 % 

 

*Model performance does not represent any specific account performance but rather a model of holdings based on risk levels that are like 

my actual holdings, the hypothetical models are rebalanced daily to model targets. 

 
I made no changes in my models over the course of the previous week as I was unsure of the direction of the 

vote in Greece and was positioned with an increased level of cash and other defensive positions in my least 

aggressive models. With the fallout looking to be far from over in Greece, I will continue to look for 

investment opportunities with an eye toward safety until more is known. 

 

 



Economic News 
 

WEEK IN REVIEW 
 

During the shortened trading week last week the focus of the economic news releases were the US consumer 

and the unemployment picture for the US economy. There was a single release that missed market 

expectations by a significant amount (highlighted in red below) and a single release that significantly beat 

market expectations to the upside (highlighted in green below): 

 
ECONOMIC 

IMPACT DATE ECONOMIC NEWS RELEASE DATE RANGE ACTUAL EXPECTATION 

Slightly 
Negative 

6/29/2015 Pending Home Sales May 2015 0.90% 1.40% 

Neutral 6/30/2015 Case-Shiller 20-city Index April 2015 4.90% 5.60% 

Neutral 6/30/2015 Chicago PMI June 2015 49.40 50.00 

Positive 6/30/2015 Consumer Confidence June 2015 101.40 97.50 

Neutral 7/1/2015 ADP Employment Change June 2015 237K 220K 

Neutral 7/1/2015 ISM Index June 2015 53.50 53.20 

Neutral 7/2/2015 Initial Claims Previous Week 281K 270K 

Neutral 7/2/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Week 2264K 2231K 

Neutral 7/2/2015 Nonfarm Payrolls June 2015 223K 230K 

Neutral 7/2/2015 Nonfarm Private Payrolls June 2015 223K 225K 

Slightly Positive 7/2/2015 Unemployment Rate June 2015 5.30% 5.40% 

Negative 7/2/2015 Factory Orders May 2015 -1.00% 0.20% 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 

With last week being a shortened trading week all of the economic news releases were packed into just four 

trading days. The week started off on Monday with the release of the pending home sales figure for the month 

of May, which came in slightly below expectations at 0.9 percent, while expectations had been for 1.4 

percent. This release was hardly noticed by the markets as all attention seemed to be consumed by Greece at 

the time. On Tuesday a second piece of housing market information was released, the Case-Shiller 20-City 

Home Price index for the month of April, which showed that home prices on average during the month of 

April increased at an annual rate of 4.9 percent. Denver saw the highest level of growth in the report, gaining 

10.3 percent, beating out even San Francisco, which grew at 10 percent. Also released on Tuesday was the 

Chicago area PMI and the consumer confidence figure as measured by the government for the month of June. 

The Chicago PMI was slightly disappointing, but with expectations being at the inflection point of 50.0 any 

reading within 1 of the number was within the realm of expectations. The reading of 49.4 does show a 

contraction in the manufacturing sector in the greater Chicago area, but it was only a very slight contraction. 

The biggest news of the day was the consumer confidence figure, which came in at 101.4, while the markets 

had been expecting a reading of 97.5. The reading of 101.4 was tied for the second highest reading we have 

seen on the index going all of the way back to 2008. While confidence is good, spending is even better. So far 

spending has been lagging confidence, but that may change in the near future. On Wednesday the ADP 

Employment change figure for the month of June was released and came in showing more jobs than were 

expected; 237,000 versus expectations of 220,000. This release on Thursday was the first sign that the overall 

unemployment rate in the US may show improvement. The ISM Index for the month of June was also 

released on Wednesday and came in nearly exactly in line with expectations and was therefore a non-market 

moving event. On Thursday the standard weekly unemployment figures both came in slightly higher than 

expected, but the releases were overshadowed by the government’s employment data, which was released one 

day earlier than normal due to the market holiday on Friday. Nonfarm public and private payroll figures both 

came in at 223,000 which was slightly lower than expectations, but the overall unemployment rate was shown 

to have decreased by one tenth of a percent, from 5.4 down to 5.3 percent, during the month of June. Labor 

force participation was also released in the same government report as the unemployment information and 

showed a decline to 62.6 from 62.9, which may not sound like much, but the key is that with the downward 

move it broke the trend of three consecutive months in a row of improving participation. It is also now at the 



lowest point we have seen in the past year and may account for a good portion of the one tenth of a percent 

decline in the overall unemployment rate. Wrapping up the week on Thursday was the release of the Factory 

orders data for the month of May, which showed a bit of a decline with overall orders falling by one percent 

while the market had been expecting an increase of 0.2 percent. The factory orders data does however line up 

the less than stellar manufacturing data we were seeing throughout the month of May. 
 

UPCOMING RELEASES 
 

This week is a very slow week for economic news releases as it appears that most of the reporting companies 

and agencies just extended their Fourth of July holidays. The release highlighted below has the potential to 

move the overall markets on the day it is released: 
  

DATE RELEASE RELEASE RANGE 

MARKET 

EXPECTATION 

7/6/2015 ISM Services June 2015 56.3 

7/7/2015 Consumer Credit May 2015 $18.2B 

7/8/2015 FOMC Minutes June Meeting - 

7/9/2015 Initial Claims Previous Meeting 276K 

7/9/2015 Continuing Claims Previous Meeting 2230K 

Data for table from Econoday.com, Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance 

 

This week starts on Monday with the release of the Services side of the ISM index for the month of June. Last 

week the overall ISM index came in very close to market expectations and it seems there should not be much 

of a deviation on the services side of the index either. On Tuesday consumer credit for the month of May is 

set to be released with expectations of an expansion of $18.2 billion, slightly less than the $20 billion seen in 

April. On Wednesday the latest FOMC meeting minutes are set to be released, but since there was no action 

taken and most of the pertinent information was released at Fed Chair Yellen’s press conference after the last 

meeting, it is unlikely that the minutes will hold any new information that the markets do not already have 

priced in. This week wraps up on Thursday with the release of the standard weekly unemployment figures for 

the previous week. Expectations are for both figures to have come down slightly over the previous week, but 

it would take a very wide deviation from the expected for these two releases to have any noticeable impact on 

the overall markets. 
 

  

Fun Fact of the Week – Crazy growth in China 

 

Have a great week! 

Peter Johnson 

 

 

If you would like to unsubscribe to this weekly commentary just let me know. 
 

 

According to data released by the China Securities and Depository and Clearing, there were 
10 million new stock account opened up in China during the first four months of 2015. That 
number is larger than all stocks accounts that were opened during 2012 and 2013 
combined!  

 
It is no wonder they are having a stock market bubble  
 
 
Source: www.forbes.com 

 


